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Factoring Process Improvement into the Awarding
of Sustainment Contracts
Reductions in procurement funds mean that
most of the U.S.
military’s year 2010
systems are already in
our current inventory.
Because modification of
software-intensive systems provides the
most promise for increases in system
capability and flexibility, many 2010
requirements will be achieved through
sustainment of existing systems. With so
much being dependent upon the successful upgrade of existing systems, perhaps it
is time to assess how process improvement
efforts might be better factored into “best
value” comparisons associated with the
award of sustainment contracts.
Process improvement requires an
investment of time and resources, which
in turn raises direct labor and overhead
costs. Development organizations make
this investment because their increased
efficiency and quality translate into
higher profitability and more follow-on
contracts. Because such organizations
usually produce systems in less time and
with fewer defects thus lowering development costs, process improvement can be
factored into bids associated with new
system deliveries.
On the other hand, sustainment
contracts normally involve “level of effort” tasks and are negotiated based on
labor rates for defined periods and funding levels. Therefore, labor rates weigh
heavily in the determination of best
value, and unfortunately, process improvement efforts are often difficult to
quantify relative to labor rates. Indeed,
an organization that uses low-skill-level

employees and invests little in process
can offer low labor rates. However, studies demonstrate that those same organizations take longer to deliver capabilities
that have more post-deployment defects.
Contracts awarded to low-labor-rate
organizations can easily result in higher
total costs and inferior results.
Most source selection teams understand that process improvement contributes to “best value”; yet they also know
today’s “protest prolific” contracting
environment makes it difficult to award
sustainment contracts to higher-laborrate organizations—even those likely to
provide the best value—without
quantifiably objective criteria such as
industry standards. This has fundamentally dire consequences for the military’s
2010 capability unless sustainment contracting policies and practices accommodate provisions for process improvement.
Integrated capability maturity models
(as opposed to single discipline models)
provide the best process improvement
guidance for organizations that provide
post-deployment support. For fielded
systems, sustainment includes additional
acquisition, development, modification,
and maintenance activities, cutting across
disciplines that are often compartmentalized within different departments. Therefore, enterprise-wide process improvement is critical to sustainment organizations. That is why the Capability
Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)
effort will better support the institutionalization of enterprise-wide process improvement (see CMMI at http://
www.sei.cmu.edu). The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) has already dem-
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onstrated the value of using an integrated
CMM (iCMM) with staging guidelines
(see FAA-iCMM® Web site and “Smart
Buying with the Federal Aviation
Administration’s Integrated Capability
Maturity Model” on page 15 of this issue).
Perhaps integrated process improvement efforts might help support the
creation of a labor rate standard that
gives higher-maturity organizations due
credit for their higher efficiency. This
would require documentation of the
increased productivity of organizations
with higher maturity ratings. Many organizations use the industrial engineering
“standard hour” of work to estimate and
price a level of effort. We need a method
to quantify what a “standard software
engineer” can produce in one hour in a
“defined capability and maturity environment.” If this could be determined,
the software industry might be able to tie
a “productivity compensation factor” to
the organization’s maturity to equalize
unfair bidding advantages between competing organizations of different maturity
levels. For example, the standard could
authorize CMM Level 1 organizations to
budget efficiency at 95 percent, Level 2
at 100 percent, and through to Level 5 at
150 percent. Some could argue that these
numbers are not even close to the increase in productivity; however, it shows
the need to invest in discovering what
the real numbers are.
More widespread recognition is
needed to substantiate that overhead
associated with process improvement,
while it increases labor rates, reduces the
cost of sustainment. Merely awarding
sustainment contracts based on lowest
labor rates could have irreparable consequences for our 2010 capabilities. u
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Driving Quality Through Parametrics
Daniel D. Galorath, Lee Fischman, and Karen McRitchie
Galorath Incorporated, The SEER Product Developers
In this article, we show how prediction models are used to improve delivered quality. We
further show that if you can anticipate and plan for the factors that affect quality, you
can leverage quality management activities to improve the entire development effort.

S

oftware development models1 are gaining acceptance
in the software project estimating community, which is
always challenged to establish cost and schedule objectives before projects begin. Predictive models can in fact be
further deployed into software projects to improve the quality
of development.
Developers implicitly understand the notion of software
quality; however, many ideas about quality unfortunately go
no farther than active prevention such as testing or walkthroughs.
As critical as active quality control is, good planning will
multiply the effectiveness of any effort, saving both time and
money. But how can plans be laid without fully anticipating
the factors affecting quality? In the haze of battle surrounding
most development efforts, software development models provide the answer.

What Is Quality?
Discussions about software quality all too often focus on a
single measure: defects delivered. Indeed, this may be the most
significant measure of quality because software is useless—or
worse—if it suffers from too many bugs. However, as with any
other product, there are many dimensions to software quality.
• Correctness. Is the program correctly specified?
• Usability. Can users learn to use the software with reasonable effort?
• Efficiency. Does the software minimize the use of hardware
resources?
• Reliability. Is the mean time between failures sufficiently
long?
• Adaptability. Can the software be easily adapted to new
uses?
Table 1. Cost /schedule/defect trade-off report.
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Figure 1. Defects delivered vs. length of development.

• Robustness. Can the software be stressed without breaking?
Does it stand up to intentional or negligent user abuse?
• Maintainability. Once delivered, how challenging is it to
maintain the software?
Software development models can directly account for
many of these quality factors, either directly through estimates,
i.e., defects delivered, or via parameter settings that in turn
drive estimates.

An Overview of Parametric Models
Parametric models allow developers to specify software project
variables and to receive in return estimates of effort (cost),
schedule, and defects. Variables typically include complexity of
the software to be developed, specification and test level, quality of the development staff and tools, complexity of the development language, and software size. Vendors of more mature
tools have had a longer opportunity to collect data and perform enhancements, so more variables are generally available
for their models.
Parametric models have several advantages over other
methods of prediction. First, vendors work continuously to
assure that their tools are accurate. The better tools also can be
substantially calibrated to the specifics of an organization while
retaining the essential sensitivities of key parameters. These
tools give rapid, elaborate feedback and therefore can be used
for realistic trade studies, even in a collaborative mode with
“heads up” conferencing features.
For the concurrent engineering necessary to simultaneously satisfy cost, schedule, requirements, and quality
goals, the benefit of parametrics is clear. No other method
permits such rapid, elaborate interaction between varied
CROSSTALK The Journal of Defense Software Engineering 3
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Figure 1. The dashed line shows the defect level given an optimal schedule that minimizes development effort. If the product is delivered earlier, defects will rise above this level, but if
they are delivered later, defects will be lower. Note how the
defect penalty decreases as the development schedule stretches.
This is a powerful tool for managers to have to plan schedules
to specific defect targets.

Modeling Promotes Active Quality Control

Figure 2. Activity allocation chart.

interests. Once development goals are set, parametric estimates can be used by developers to ensure that quality goals
are achieved at least cost.

It makes sense not only to predict defect levels but also to
predict adequate levels of quality control. Parametric models
offer developers the advantage of a database of completed
projects and industry wisdom. They show in concrete terms
exactly how many employees are required to deliver a product
of certain quality.
Models provide insight into quality control activities by
parsing effort and staffing estimates into individual labor categories and activities. These parsing factors can often be ad-

Defect Prediction
Of the many different aspects of quality, delivered defects are
among the most obvious and quantifiable. A number of defect
prediction methods are in use that rely on gross volume and
complexity metrics such as size,2 Halstead Software Science
Volume, McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity, or other composite
measures.3 An “integrated” defect model allows defect predictions to be evaluated alongside of staffing and cost considerations, which opens up a world of comparative scenarios.
The most useful prediction for a quality model is delivered
defects, meaning those that escape detection and are delivered
to the end user. A defect prediction allows you to plan for
acceptable magnitudes and take corrective actions—follow a
better process, lay on further testing, reduce scope, lengthen
schedule—when predictions are too high.
Table 1 illustrates a trade study driven by defect predictions. For the testing effort required to halve delivered defects,
costs will rise somewhat, and schedule less so.
An alternative to predicting delivered defects is modeling
potential defects. Doing this allows developers to engage in
explicit defect-related “what-if ” scenarios, such as illustrated in
Figure 3. Development and maintenance effort as quality assurance
increases.

Figure 4. Staffing profile for a large project.

justed to the organization and the development process. This
not only makes staffing estimates more suitable to specific
development environments but also allows organizations to
better promulgate desired levels of quality control.
Is it necessary to rigorously follow the testing level indicated? The answer is that they are benchmarks only, indications of what past development teams have required in order to
achieve defect efficiencies along the lines of those envisioned.
Maybe, quality targets can be achieved with different test staffing from that indicated; maybe, they cannot.

Accounting for Other Quality Factors Through
Specification
The relationship in modeling is “many to few”—many parameters are available in a parametric model to specify factors from
the development environment to the final product. The predictions that result are usually limited to the trinity of cost,
staffing, and defects.
This mix of estimates and parameters allows developers to
account for many quality factors, as indicated by estimates or
as specified by parameters. With parameters, the analyst is not
predicting quality, as in the case of defects, but rather is specifying quality, then judging the impact on cost, schedule, and
defects. Aspects of quality handled via parameters include
efficiency, adaptability, robustness, and maintainability.
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ment team, whereas there is only a linear return on improvements in testing.

Conclusion
Although parametric models have long been used to establish
cost targets, they can be used for much more. Modern software
development models have years of analysis support invested in
them so that they can address such dynamic management
issues as quality. If your organization uses parametric modeling
for its estimates, see your estimators to see what they and their
tools can do for you. u

Figure 5. Impact on defects: team quality vs. testing.

As an example, maintainability is strongly correlated with
maintenance costs, which can be modeled by varying other
parameters. Figure 3 shows how reliability levels, for example,
impact not only upfront development costs but also eventual
maintenance costs. As specified reliability increases, defects
decline, but development costs increase. Maintenance costs
may also decline with increasing reliability, but soon the specification for a system becomes so rigorous that maintenance
costs also rise.
Some quality-related attributes are not specified with parameters but can be accounted for in other ways. For example,
usability may impact size, which is a prime input to a development model. Cost and schedule estimates will vary in direct
proportion to software size, matching the intuitive result that
greater quality comes only at a higher price. Development
models tell you exactly how high that price will be.

Improving Quality by Modeling the Development
Process
The sheer utility of development models’ planning features
offers other avenues toward improving quality. With insight
into your project, as Figure 4 suggests, you are much closer to
engineering quality into your development process.
All too often, quality slips when staffing requirements are
poorly anticipated. Knowing the optimal staffing profile for a
project improves planning, lessens staffing-related volatility,
and therefore permits the timely application of testing activities. This particular chart also makes explicit the proper mix
between early requirements work vs. coding and testing; as is
well known, sufficient requirements definition does more to
determine quality than testing.
Development models simulate reality by incorporating
known development dynamics. For instance, it is less expensive
to do good work first than to apply more stringent testing
later. Figure 5 illustrates such a trade-off between the three P’s
of “people, process, product” vs. the alternative of increased
testing. The impact on defects delivered is shown; either curve
is drawn holding the other factor constant. Notice how there is
a disproportionate return on improvements in the develop-
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Notes
1. Mathematical estimation models are known to the cost estimating community as “parametric models.” As understood in mathematical English, this implies that functional forms are prespecified. However, to costing personnel, parametric means only
that these models have parameters to modify; no comment is
being made about functional form.
2. Lines of code, function points, and object-based metrics are the
most commonly used size measures.
3. For a description of how SEER-SEM handles defect prediction,
refer to the “SEER-SEM Defect Prediction” technical note available at http://www.galorath.com.
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The Software Quality Certification Triangle
Jeffrey Voas
Reliable Software Technologies
There are three distinct approaches to certifying the quality of software: accrediting
personnel, certifying the development organization, and assessing the “goodness” of the
software. These approaches, and hybrids thereof, are described, and criteria are given to
determine which approach is best, depending on the software that needs to be certified.

D

eveloping quality software is
often considered elusive—it
is more difficult to confidently
know that you have developed good
software than it is to build good software. In the physical sciences, the reverse is true—it is easier to measure the
degree of perfection than it is to achieve
perfection.
One reason why it is difficult to
measure software quality stems from the
many practical and theoretical deficiencies of software testing. For example,
consider that to be 99 percent confident
that a program has a probability of failure of less than one in 1 million, the
software must be tested over 5 million
times without observing a failure. Testing 5 million times requires that you
have an oracle that is correct (an oracle is
a person who knows or a program that
knows what the correct software output
is for all of the 5 million test cases).
Rarely does a perfect oracle exist, and to
create 5 million test cases would be intractable. And if you have the oracle and
the test cases, there remains the impossible task of having to test using them.
Challenges such as these have made
many in the software community decide
that quality assessment of a software
Figure 1. The software quality certification
triangle.
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product is impractical. In addition to the
traditional approach of assessing the
“goodness” of the software, this has led
to alternate approaches to software quality assessment. The two key competing
approaches are process maturity assessment and accreditation of software professionals. The remainder of this article
describes the pros and cons of these
three approaches to predicting the quality of software.

Accrediting Personnel
There are various ways to accredit, i.e.,
certify, personnel. The rigor with which
personnel are certified depends on the
criticality of the services that the person
offers.
Professional licensing examinations,
practical experience, and earned degrees
are a few ways in which professionals can
be accredited. For example, graduating
from law school says something about a
person’s ability to practice law. It says
less, however, than had the person also
passed the bar. If this were not true,
there would be no need for state bar
examinations.
The intuition behind certifying
“people skills” is simple; it should not be
left up to the untrained consumer to be
responsible to determine whether a candidate is qualified to perform the desired
services. For example, how can Joe Public be expected to determine whether a
dentist is qualified? Only if Joe Public
were a dentist would he have any hope
of making such a determination. By
requiring dental school graduates to pass
an examination prepared by dentists, the
state takes the responsibility away from
Joe Public. Further, if certified professionals do not live up to the expectations
of their peers, they could be found liable
and could lose their certification.

Like the older and more traditional
professions of accounting, medicine, and
law, the software industry is beginning
to standardize the core principles each
software professional should know.
Microsoft claims that there are greater
than 160,000 people who have become
Microsoft certified as either product
specialists, solution developers, trainers,
or systems engineers [1]. This type of
certification is “voluntary” (not required
by any official governing organization)
and expensive; however, the costs of
certification can be recouped in the first
year of working from the extra income
the certificate enables. For example, it
costs from $8,000 to $12,000 to become
a Microsoft certified systems engineer
(MCSE), and the total time to certify is
approximately six months [1]. A person
then can expect to make the same
amount in additional income compared
to a person who is not MCSE certified.
Just like doctors, lawyers, and certified public accountants, rumblings are
also being heard concerning mandatory
software engineering personnel certification. A vote by the Texas Board of Professional Engineers on Feb. 18, 1998
stated the board’s intention to recognize
software engineering as a legitimate
engineering discipline and stated plans
to license professional engineers in software engineering (a complete position
statement from the Texas board can be
found at http://www.main.org/peboard/
softweng.htm). On June 17, 1998, the
Texas board gave unanimous approval to
all proposals in the statement. Beginning
July 1999, the Texas board will license
software engineers who can satisfy the
following [2]:
• Possession of an engineering degree,
a computer science degree, or some
other high-level mathematics or
November 1998
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science degree that the board will
evaluate for adequacy.
• At least 16 years of creditable experience performing engineering work
(12 years for those who hold a degree
approved by the Engineering Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation Board for Engineering
Technology, Inc.).
• References from at least nine people,
five of whom must be licensed engineers.
• Submission of documented credentials as required.
After the Texas board releases the professional software engineering examination
in 1999, individuals with less experience
will be allowed to obtain a Texas Professional Engineering license by passing the
examination.

Assessing the Software Product
Generally, there are two approaches to
product-based assessment of quality:
white-box and black-box. White-box
assessment techniques include activities
such as collecting static code metrics or
measuring the degree of coverage
achieved during unit testing. Black-box
techniques include reliability testing.
White-box and black-box techniques
are not panaceas, however. For example,
because reliability is based on logical
correctness and the operational environment and not structural properties, it is
unclear what relationship a code complexity metric has with the reliability of
the software. Further, it is impossible to
exhaustively test a simple program that
reads in two 32-bit integers [4].
With today’s push toward commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software,
white-box certification techniques are
normally not used by COTS consumers.
However, white-box techniques may be
applied by vendors if they wish to do so.
Therefore, COTS consumers who are
genuinely concerned about what lurks in
the software they purchase must
decompile back to source code to apply
white-box analyses such as coverage
testing or inspections.
Most COTS licenses deem this act a
violation of the licensing agreement.
Further, pending global legislation may
weaken the ability of consumers to have
November 1998

such analysis done by independent corporations or consultants. In addition, a
global treaty has been presented for U.S.
approval entitled the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO) Treaty.
The treaty includes language that makes
it illegal to reverse engineer software to
expose security vulnerabilities. The treaty
will make it illegal for corporations and
consulting services to conduct real-world
testing of security software. Supposedly,
research organizations will still be allowed to do so, however.
President Clinton has announced his
intentions to sign the treaty, and it is
expected to pass in the U.S. House of
Representatives. The U.S. Senate has
already passed the measure that deals
with the treaty by a score of 99 to zero.
The legislation is part of a global attempt to produce treaties that reduce the
amount of copyright infringement on
information technology. But the downside is that it disallows consumers the
right to independently certify the security of the software they purchase (without the vendor’s permission).

software from A has more quality than
software from B. The problem is that
good processes do not guarantee good
software [6]. If performed properly, good
processes merely increase the likelihood
of producing quality products; if processes are not performed properly, the
likelihood is reduced. However, given a
fixed set of development processes, it is
still possible that organization A, that
improperly applies the set, produces
better software than organization B, that
properly applies the set. Furthermore,
this does not account for issues related to
which processes are “best.” These facts,
taken together, diminish the notion that
process assessment will become a satisfactory substitute for product assessment. Ask yourself this: Would you buy
a car without test driving it? Few would,
but this is precisely what is done when
process assessments are employed instead
of product assessment. Process assessments are analogous to a car manufacturer that tells you what phases were
undertaken during manufacture, which
is no substitute for taking a test drive.

Certifying Processes

Software “Insurability”

Because of the limitations associated
with different forms of product assessment (testing as well as techniques such
as formal verification), in the mid1980s, the notion of “directly assessing
software quality” was dismissed as implausible. This opened the door to ideas
such as “process maturity assessment”
and other indirect approaches. The most
well-known process assessment model is
the Software Engineering Institute Capability Maturity ModelSM for software.
This model and other manufacturinglike standards rely on one premise—
good processes deliver good software.
This premise has also lead to government regulatory standards for software
certification in avionics, medical devices,
and electric power generation. The
premise here is plausible. All developers
have to do is score themselves using a
pre-defined ranking scheme (for what is
and is not good software development
procedures), then apply that score to
their software. For example, if development organization A is ranked higher
than organization B, it is assumed that

I wil examine what role quality certification can play with respect to software
insurability. Software insurability refers
to the software-induced risk that an
insurer is willing to take in exchange for
an insurance premium. The insurer is
not insuring the software but is instead
insuring the object that the software
controls. But before offering insurance
for that object, the insurer must understand the worst-case scenarios that can
result if the software is defective.
Consider that Swedish insurer TruggHansa made the following exclusion
effective May 1, 1998 in the general
conditions of its business insurance
policies.
“The policy will not cover damage,
cost, legal, or other liability caused
directly or indirectly or connected
to time-related disturbance in
computer functionality.”

This demonstrates the extreme, defensive posturing being seen as a result of
the year 2000 problem. But of equal
significance, it opens the door for
CROSSTALK The Journal of Defense Software Engineering 13
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nontime-related exclusions for other
anomalous software behaviors. For example, exclusions might someday read as
follows:
“The policy will not cover damage,
cost, legal, or other liability caused
directly or indirectly or connected
to disturbances in computer functionality.”

Such a waiver enables an insurer to
avoid responsibility for all computerrelated problems. The onus is placed on
consumers to know the quality of the
computer systems they employ. Consumers now bear their own liability
without access to an insurer to step in as
their surrogate in case of a mishap. This
represents a first in the software industry—insurers are so concerned about
software failures that they have begun to
include exclusions in their policies.
When a situation such as this is coupled
with the WIPO Treaty and the disregard
for consumer protection that exists in
the current version of the Uniform
Commercial Code, Article 2B [3, 5], it is
clear that the need for independent
third-party certification concerning the
processes, product, and personnel could
not be greater.
Interestingly enough, a business has
been formed to address the insurability
problem—the Software Testing Assurance Corporation of Stamford, Conn.
This company was founded in 1997 to
provide independent certification. Their
first certification offering will assess the
testing processes used on year-2000converted software. They currently certify most process assessments and a small
portion of product assessments (their
standard can be viewed at http://
www.STACorp.com/draft/
standard.htm). This independent certification is available only to corporations
that seek business disruption insurance
in the event their computer systems fail
as a result of year 2000 software prob-
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lems. The founding of this organization
opens the door for additional software
quality certification standards for information systems when business risks are
directly tied to software quality and
insurance protection is sought.

Summary
The hypothesis that certified personnel
equates to higher quality software is easy
to disprove. The hypothesis that a more
mature process equates to higher quality
software can also be easily debunked.
Product assessment that studies the
dynamic behavior of software is clearly
the best approach to certifying software
quality, but problems that relate to feasibility often reduce the ability to perform
assessments with any degree or thoroughness.
The best approach is to create a variety of different certification schemes
based on the different types of examinations or processes used from each of the
three categories and the criticality of the
software (flight control software vs.
games). That is, aspects of each of these
three broad approaches can be combined
into a single standard. For example,
knowing that an organization has a
certain process maturity, the personnel
who developed and tested the software
were licensed, and the software received
certain forms of quality assessment
should result in greater confidence in the
software’s quality than if only one of
these facts were known. The challenge,
naturally, is how to quantify subjective
characteristics such as personnel accreditation. Nonetheless, it is plausible to
develop different software quality certification schemes that appropriately weigh
different techniques within the three
approaches with respect to the criticality
of the software.
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Smart Buying with the Federal Aviation
Administration’s Integrated Capability Maturity Model
Linda Ibrahim
Federal Aviation Administration
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has developed an integrated Capability Maturity
Model SM for the acquisition of software-intensive systems. This model, known as the FAA-iCMM ®
[1], integrates the Systems Engineering Capability Maturity Model (SE-CMM, Version 1.1), the
Software Acquisition CMM (SA-CMM, Version 1.01), and the CMM for Software (SW-CMM,
Version 1.1). The FAA is achieving more effective and efficient processes and process improvement by
using the integrated model rather than the three source CMMs separately. This article describes the
FAA’s process improvement environment, why the FAA-iCMM was constructed, the model’s architecture, domain, capability levels, maturity levels, and the FAA-iCMM Appraisal Method.

T

he FAA developed the FAAiCMM to guide improvement
of the engineering, management, and acquisition processes it uses to
acquire software-intensive systems.
Three CMMs were being used separately
in different FAA directorates that work
on different aspects of acquisition: the
SW-CMM [2], the SE-CMM [3], and
the SA-CMM [4]. These CMMs have
different architectures, goals, terminology, and appraisal methods, and none
alone covers all FAA system acquisition
activities. Although some improvements
were being made using one model, the
goal of FAA-wide, full lifecycle process
improvement remained elusive. In addition, the FAA had moved to using integrated product teams as the implementation arm for its new Acquisition
Management System [5], and these
teams needed processes that interrelated their disciplines.
The FAA-iCMM initiative began
in fall 1996 with an analysis and preliminary merger of these three CMMs
at the process area level. One sample
process area was also elaborated at the
base practice level [6, 7]. These efforts
demonstrated that it was possible to
integrate CMMs of different architectures and that the resultant model
contained a significant reduction in
the number of process areas and practices while still covering the individual
CMM disciplines.
Capability Maturity Model is a service mark of
Carnegie Mellon University. CMM is registered
in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
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In March 1997, the FAA formed a
team of FAA and external CMM and
domain experts and began work on the
integrated model. The project purpose
was to derive a reference model that
would
• Describe key elements of an effective
system acquisition process.
• Describe an evolutionary improvement path.
• Have an associated appraisal
method.
• Faithfully and robustly capture all
features of its three source CMMs
(SA-CMM, SE-CMM, and SWCMM).
Meanwhile, the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) began to develop a
Common CMM Framework (CCF) [8]
to provide guidance to multiple CMM
users and to assist CMM developers and
integrators. The FAA-iCMM project
followed those draft guidelines as they
continued to evolve in parallel with FAA
efforts.
A complete draft of the FAA-iCMM
was completed by June 1997 and submitted to the SEI for review. FAA management adopted an FAA-iCMM-related
performance goal that same month. In
late September, a joint SEI-FAA review
and working session was held to ensure
consensus that the FAA’s work captured
its source CMMs and followed CMM
principles, construction guidelines, and
requirements as identified in the latest
draft CCF documents. Version 1.0 of
the FAA-iCMM was released in November 1997 with endorsement by the SEI

as a new product type—an integrated
Capability Maturity Model (iCMM).

General CMM Integration
Decisions
What to Integrate (Scope)
The FAA chose to integrate the three
CMMs that were already in FAA use and
which together covered the engineering,
acquisition, and management processes
used by the FAA to acquire softwareintensive systems. The Integrated Product Development CMM was briefly
considered, but the draft model did not
seem stable enough to be included at
that time. The various drafts of SWCMM, Version 2.0 were also coming
out, but the FAA decided to use validated versions of the source CMMs to
the extent possible for the initial version
of the model.
How to Represent the Model
(CMM Architecture)
The FAA chose to use a hybrid architecture that includes both the continuous
and staged features of its source CMMs
(see Table 1). Through this “continuous
with staging” architecture, the FAAiCMM provides guidance to improve
process capability and organizational
maturity. As in a continuous representation, the FAA-iCMM describes the
domain aspect, e.g., process areas and
base practices, separately from the capability aspect (capability levels and generic practices). This feature of the continuous representation provides guidance
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FAA-iCMM (Ver. 1.0)
(C o n tin u o u s w ith S ta g in g )

SA-CMM (Ver. 1.01)
and SW-CMM (Ver. 1.1)
(Staged)

SE-CMM (Ver. 1.1)
(C o n tin u o u s )

Domain Aspect: Implementation (What You Do)
Process Areas (PAs)

Key Process Areas

Process Areas

Purpose

Purpose

Purpose

Process Area Goals

G o a ls

Base Practices (BPs)

Key Practices of the Activities
Performed Common Feature

Base Practices

Process Capability: Institutionalization (How Well You Perform a Process Area)
C a p a b ility L e v e ls

C a p a b ility L e v e ls

C a p a b ility L e v e l G o a ls
Generic Practices (GPs)

Key Practices of the
Commitment to Perform
Ability to Perform
M e a s u r e m e n t a n d A n a l y s i s 
Verifying Implementation
C o m m o n F e a tu re s

Generic Practices

S ta g in g : O rg a n iza tio n a l M a tu rity (W h a t to F o c u s o n N e xt)
M a tu rity L e v e ls

M a tu rity L e v e ls

Appraisal note: The FAA-iCMM Appraisal Method uses process area goals
and capability level goals as the major rating components during an appraisal. Maturity levels are optionally derived from capability level ratings,
according to the FAA-iCMM definition of maturity level.
Table 1. FAA-iCMM architecture summary: architectural constructs across
the source models.

to improve any of its process areas to any capability level desired (from 1 to 5).
In addition, goals were added to process areas and capability levels. The FAA-iCMM also provides staging that groups
the process areas and generic practices into maturity levels.
This feature provides guidance regarding improving organizational maturity and regarding “what to focus on next” if
needed. It also allows a summary rating of an organization’s
process maturity (from 1 to 5) if needed. For more information on architecture conversion issues, refer to [9, 10].
Traceability
To satisfy its robustness, fidelity, and traceability requirements,
the FAA-iCMM contains extensive tracing tables. These tables
are at the process area level and the practice level and are included as part of each process area and base practice description. Additionally, complete mapping tables are provided in an
appendix that helps readers locate where any practice in any of
the source models is mapped in the FAA-iCMM (see [1]).
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Overview of the Model
The FAA-iCMM is structured to answer three process improvement questions: What activities should be performed (the
domain aspect), how can performance be improved (the capability aspect), and what processes should be focused on next
(maturity levels)? The FAA-iCMM Appraisal Method (FAM)
supports application of the model. Each aspect is briefly described below.
The Domain Aspect
The domain is the acquisition of software-intensive systems. There are 23 process areas derived from integrating
the 52 process areas or key process areas of the three
source CMMs. These process areas are grouped into four
categories:
• Lifecycle or engineering.
• Management or project.
• Supporting.
• Organizational process areas.
Table 2 shows the 23 process areas of the FAA-iCMM and the
major sources used to derive each process area.
Each process area description includes a purpose, goals, and
from two to 10 fully elaborated base practices. Some excerpts
from the Requirements Process Area (PA 02) are provided in
Table 3.
The Capability Aspect
There are five capability levels in the FAA-iCMM, and generic
practices at each level provide guidance to improve any process. Generic practices are additive as process capability increases through the five levels. The capability levels, their goals,
and their generic practices are summarized in Table 4.
Maturity Levels
Maturity levels in the FAA-iCMM are groupings of process
areas and generic practices. They “stage” the process areas to
provide guidance to improve organizational maturity. Maturity
levels are conceptually the same as capability levels, i.e., the
same five levels are employed, but they provide guidance on
what processes together contribute to each step of organizational maturity. Maturity levels are described in Table 5.
Appraisal Method
FAA developed the FAM, which includes several variations.
The full internal appraisal is similar to the CMM-Based Appraisal for Internal Process Improvement [11] method, except
it has been adapted to a continuous model with both process
area goals and capability level goals. Other appraisal types
include facilitated discussion, training-based, document-intensive, questionnaire-based, interview-intensive, and external
appraisal (for use by external agencies that may want to appraise the FAA’s process capability).
These appraisal types draw on and adapt from several appraisal methods such as the SE-CMM Appraisal Method
[12], Software Capability Evaluation [13], and Interim Profile
[14]. Again, FAA’s concept is to integrate and draw together
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Table 2. The integrated process areas of the FAA-iCMM.

F A A - iC M M
Version 1.0 Process Area

S ys te m s E n g in e e rin g S E - C M M
Version 1.1 Process Area

S o ft w a r e A c q u i s i t i o n S A - C M M
Version 1.01 Key Process Area

S o ft w a r e E n g i n e e r i n g S o ft w a r e - C M M
Version 1.1 Key Process Area

Lifecycle or Engineering Processes
PA01 Needs

U n d e rs ta n d C u s to m e r N e e d s a n d
E xp e c ta tio n s

PA02 Requirements

D e riv e a n d A llo c a te R e q u ire m e n ts

PA03 Architecture

E v o lv e S ys te m A rc h ite c tu re

PA04 Alternatives

A n a lyze C a n d id a te S o l u t i o n s

PA05 Outsourcing

C o o rd in a te w ith S u p p lie rs

R e q u ire m e n ts D e v e lo p m e n t a n d M a n a g e m e n t

R e q u ire m e n ts M a n a g e m e n t
(*Software Product Engineering)
(*Software Product Engineering)

S o lic ita tio n

S o ft w a r e S u b c o n t r a c t M a n a g e m e n t

PA06 Software Development
a n d M a in te n a n c e
PA07 Integration

In te g ra te S ys te m

PA08 System Test and
E v a lu a tio n

Verify and Validate System

Software Product Engineering
E v a lu a tio n

PA09 Transition
PA10 Product Evolution

Transition to Support
Manage Product Line Evolution
Management or Project Processes

PA11 Project Management

Plan Technical Effort
Monitor and Control Technical Effort

S o ft w a r e A c q u i s i t i o n P l a n n i n g
Project Management
Project Performance Management

Software Project Planning
Software Project Tracking and Oversight
I n t e g r a t e d S o ft w a r e M a n a g e m e n t

PA12 Contract Management

(* C o o rd in a te w ith S u p p lie rs )

Contract Tracking and Oversight
Contract Performance Management

S o ft w a r e S u b c o n t r a c t M a n a g e m e n t

PA13 Risk Management

M a n a g e R is k

A c q u is itio n R is k M a n a g e m e n t

( * I n t e g r a t e d S o ft w a r e M a n a g e m e n t )

PA14 Coordination

In te g ra te D is c ip lin e s

In te rg ro u p C o o rd in a tio n
Supporting Processes (Not Lifecycle Phase Dependent)

PA15 Quality Assurance and
M anagem ent

E n s u re Q u a lity

S o ft w a r e Q u a l i t y A s s u r a n c e

PA16 Configuration Management

M a n a g e C o n fi g u r a t i o n

S o ft w a r e C o n fi g u r a t i o n M a n a g e m e n t

PA17 Peer Review

L e v e l 3 C o m m o n F e a tu re s

Peer Reviews

PA18 Measurement

L e v e l 4 C o m m o n F e a tu re s

PA19 Prevention

L e v e l 5 C o m m o n F e a tu re s

Quantitative Process Management
Q u a n tita tiv e A c q u is itio n M a n a g e m e n t

Quantitative Process Management
S o ft w a r e Q u a l i t y M a n a g e m e n t
Defect Prevention

Organizational Processes
PA20 Organizational Process
D e fi n i t i o n

D e f i n e O r g a n i z a t i o n s S y s t e m s E n g i n e e r i n g
Process

Process Definition and Maintenance

Organizational Process Focus
Organizational Process Definition

PA21 Organizational Process
Im p ro v e m e n t

I m p r o v e O r g a n i z a t i o n s S y s t e m s
Engineering Process

Continuous Process Improvement

Process Change Management

PA22 Training

Provide Ongoing Skills and Knowledge

Training Program

Training Program

PA23 Innovation

M a n a g e S ys te m s E n g in e e rin g S u p p o rt
E n v iro n m e n t

A c q u is itio n In n o v a tio n M a n a g e m e n t

Technology Change Management

*Some of the practices in this process area contributed to the practices integrated into the FAA-iCMM process area.
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P urpose: The Requirements process area develops requirements to meet the customer’s operational
need, to analyze the system and other requirements, to derive a more detailed and precise set of
requirements, and to manage those requirements throughout the acquisition lifecycle.
Goals
1. Requirements are derived from customer needs and other appropriate sources (BP 02.01, BP
02.02, BP 02.03, BP 02.04).
2. Requirements are allocated to support the synthesis of solutions (BP 02.05).
3. Requirements are unambiguous, traceable, and verifiable (BP 02.06, BP 02.09).
4. Requirements are controlled to establish a baseline for engineering and management use (BP
02.07, BP 02.09).
5. Plans, products, and activities are kept consistent with requirements (BP 02.08, BP 02.09).
Base Practice List
BP 02.01 Develop detailed operational concept
concept: Develop a detailed operational concept of
the interaction of the system, the user, and the environment that satisfies the
operational need.
BP 02.02 Identify key requirements: Identify key requirements that have a strong influence on
cost, schedule, functionality, risk, or performance.
BP 02.03 Derive and partition requirements: Derive and partition requirements that may be
logically inferred and implied as essential to system effectiveness from the system and
other, e.g., environmental, requirements.
BP 02.04 Identify interface requirements: Identify the requirements associated with external
interfaces to the system and interfaces between functional partitions or objects.
BP 02.05 Allocate requirements: Allocate requirements to functional partitions, objects,
people, or support elements to support synthesis of solutions.
BP 02.06 Analyze requirements: Analyze requirements to ensure that they can be
implemented, verified, and validated by methods available to the development effort.
BP 02.07 Capture and baseline requirements: Capture, baseline, and place under change
control the system and other requirements, derived requirements, derivation rationale,
allocations, traceability, and requirements status.
BP 02.08 Analyze and incorporate requirements changes
changes: Analyze all requirements change
requests for impact on the product being acquired, and upon approval, incorporate the
approved changes into the product, work plans, and activities.
BP 02.09 Maintain consistency and traceability: Maintain consistency and traceability
among requirements and between requirements and plans, work products, and
activities.
Table 3. Purpose, goals, and base practice list of the Requirements process area of the FAA-iCMM.

various appraisal methods, just as it
integrated its source CMMs. All FAM
variations are tailorable and cover needs
for initial, interim, or full appraisal.

Real-World Use of the Model
The FAA’s CMM integration goals are to
increase the efficiency and effectiveness
of FAA processes and process improvement efforts. Increased efficiency is
being realized by reducing the number
of process areas from 52 in the separate
models to 23 in the integrated model, by
replacing separate training and appraisals
against three CMMs with efforts against
one model, and by replacing largely
redundant efforts to improve similar
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processes with a single effort to improve
an integrated process. Increased effectiveness is being realized through development of processes that cover all FAA
acquisition lifecycle phases and that
integrate the management, engineering,
and acquisition activities of an integrated
product team.
FAA management adopted the FAAiCMM by setting an aggressive improvement goal for FAA’s major softwareintensive programs to achieve maturity
Level 2 by December 1999 and Level 3
by December 2001. In the first year of
FAA-iCMM usage, over 1,250 managers
and practitioners were trained, and
about 20 programs (including the tar-

geted “major” programs, plus programs
voluntarily signing up) are using the
model to guide their process improvement. FAA-iCMM process improvement workshops and appraisals are finding that the model raises and promotes
resolution of process integration issues
across the disciplines and across the
acquisition lifecycle. Working to improve the Requirements and the Transition process areas for example (both
staged at maturity Level 2) has required
extensive cross-directorate, cross-discipline, and cross-lifecycle participation.
A major appraisal has recently been
conducted to determine interim status,
to facilitate process improvement plan
adjustment, and to promote even
broader discussions and learning about
process improvement. Meanwhile, the
FAA process improvement goal is being
strengthened to include new programs as
they are initiated.
Other government organizations,
including Warner Robins Air Logistics
Center and the Internal Revenue Service, have received FAA-iCMM training
and are looking toward adopting an
integrated approach to process improvement. Several companies, including
Lockheed Martin, have also expressed
interest.
Other models may be included in
future versions of the FAA-iCMM, (such
as models generated from the government-industry-SEI Capability Maturity
Model Integration [15] project) and
other disciplines (including Human
Factors and Information Security) are
now being studied for inclusion. The
model is available in the public domain
for organizations seeking to improve
their acquisition processes.

Summary and Conclusions
CMMs provide valuable guidance to
organizations committed to process
improvement. When an organization
needs to use multiple CMMs to cover its
business needs, however, CMM-based
process improvement can become costly
and confusing because of the differences
in CMM architecture, terminology,
appraisal methods, etc. The FAA endeavored to solve this problem by integrating
three CMMs into the FAA-iCMM,
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Level 1 – Initial
Initial::
P erformed
Informally
Level 2 –
Repeatable
Repeatable::
Planned
and
T racked

Level 3 –
Defined:
Well
Defined

Level 4 –
Managed:
Quantitatively
Controlled

Level 5 –
Optimizing
Optimizing::
Continuously
Improving

Description: Base practices of the process area are generally performed.
Generic PPractice:
ractice:
1.1 Perform the process.
Description: Basic management processes are established. The necessary
process discipline is in place to repeat earlier successes with similar work
processes. Performance of the base practices in the process area is planned and
tracked.
Goal: The activities for the process are institutionalized to support a repeatable
process.
Generic PPractices:
ractices:
2.1 Establish policy.
2.8 Manage configurations.
2.2 Allocate adequate resources. 2.9 Assess process compliance.
2.3 Assign responsibility.
2.10 Verify work products.
2.4 Ensure training.
2.11 Measure process.
2.5 Document the process.
2.12 Review status.
2.6 Plan the process.
2.13 Take corrective action.
2.7 Use a repeatable process.
2.14 Coordinate within the project.
Des
Descc ription: Base practices are performed according to a well-defined process
using approved, tailored versions of standard documented processes.
Goal: The activities of the process are institutionalized to support a defined process.
Generic PPractices:
ractices:
3.1 Standardize the process.
3.3 Perform reviews with peers.
3.2 Use defined process.
3.4 Coordinate with affected groups.
Description: Processes and products are quantitatively measured, understood,
and controlled; detailed measures of performance are collected and analyzed.
Goal: The activities of the processes are institutionalized to support quantitative
management of defined processes.
Generic PPractices:
ractices:
4.1 Establish quality objectives for product and process.
4.2 Select processes for measurement.
4.3 Select measures for the process.
4.4 Determine quantitative process capability.
4.5 Use quantitative process capability.
Description: Continuous process improvement is enabled by quantitative
feedback from the process and from piloting innovative ideas and technologies.
A focus on widespread, continuous improvement permeates the organization.
The organization establishes quantitative performance goals for process
effectiveness and efficiency based on its business goals.
Goal: Continually improving processes are deployed throughout the
organization.
Generic PPractices:
ractices:
5.1 Perform continual process improvement on the organizational standard
and tailored processes.
5.2 Implement improved processes.

Table 4. Capability level summary.

thereby reducing overlap and redundancies yet capturing the features of all three
models. Following the latest CMM
integration guidance available, the FAAiCMM is the first proof of concept that
CMM integration can work. This integrated CMM can be used to improve the
processes used by system engineers,
November 1998

software engineers, and acquisition practitioners as they work together in integrated product teams to acquire systems.
For acquisition organizations, the FAAiCMM provides guidance for smart
buying.
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Need Information on
Software Quality Engineering?
We have a Software Quality Engineering (SQE)
Starter Kit to introduce you to the basics and an SQE
Technical Report for more detailed information.
If your organization needs professional help, we can
provide expert tailored consulting in any area of Software
Quality. If you prefer, we offer workshops on Software
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Quality Assurance, Software Inspections, Moderating Inspections, Facilitated Inspection Process Definition, Defect Prevention, and Software Reliability.
You can find all this information on our Web site http:/
/www.stsc.hill.af.mil/sqe or call us at 801-775-4399 or Email sqe@stsc1.hill.af.mil for any help you may need.
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Metrics for Visual Software Development
Initial Research and Findings
Paul A. Szulewski, Mercury Computer Systems
Faye C. Budlong, Draper Laboratory
This article provides a summary of recent research that investigated the use of visual languages (VLs)
and visual programming environments (VPEs). The study reviewed the state of the practice for developing software using VLs and managing these development activities. The study concluded that there
is little evidence of the use of mature practices and recommends candidate metrics for VLs and VPEs
as a first step toward a method to estimate the effort required to develop software using VLs and VPEs.

I

ncreased demand for reliable
and useful software applications
has led to generations of advancements in software languages and development environments. Examples include
• The evolution from early languages,
such as assembly language, to
higher-order languages and fourthgeneration languages.
• The development and implementation of frameworks or software engineering environments that are
populated with any number of productivity tools.
• The development of graphical (or
visual) front-ends for existing computer languages called VPEs.
• The development and use of VLs
that allow developers to generate
applications entirely within a visual
environment.
Currently, the use of VPEs and VLs
for general-purpose programming is
undergoing such rapid adoption that it
could be called a visual explosion. Applications developed using VPEs and VLs
are developed rapidly and differently
from applications based entirely on
textual languages. It is important to
understand these differences and to
approach managing projects that use
VPEs and VLs in a way that will allow
effective project control, i.e., delivering
quality software on time and within
budget without interfering with the
advantages inherent in the use of visual
tools.

Definitions
The following definitions are used to
help form a context for the tools used
to build applications visually.
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• Visual Language – A computer
language that uses a visual syntax,
such as pictures or forms, to express
programs. Text can be part of a
visual syntax.
• VL Taxonomy – A system to classify VLs.
• Visual Programming – Software
development that uses a visual representation of the software and
allows developers to create software
through managing and manipulating objects on a visual palette. Also
called graphical programming.
• Visual Programming Environment –
The graphical user interface (GUI)
and graphical tools that are used to
manage and manipulate objects on a
visual palette, construct programs,
interface with other software, manage the software, and execute the
software.
This article provides a summary of
recent research concerning the use of
VLs and VPEs. The study reviewed the
state of the practice for developing
software using VLs and managing the
development activities. Our research
revealed that there is little evidence of
the use of mature practices and recommends candidate metrics for VLs and
VPEs as a first step toward a method to
estimate the effort required to develop
software using VLs and VPEs.

Purpose of the Research
VLs and VPEs are being studied to
learn how to estimate and manage software development using these new
languages and environments. The goals
of this initial research are to

• Identify “countables” or metrics
related to VL and VPE development
processes and software products.
• Develop an estimation model for
software developed visually, i.e.,
using VLs and VPEs.
VLs and VPEs are of interest because they are presently being used to
develop real applications in a range of
sizes and degrees of criticality. Examples
include
• GUI and GUI-related application
development.
• Database search engines, e.g., visual
query languages.
• Data capture and maintenance.
• Real-time data presentation.
• Space-qualified guidance, navigation, and control.
• Other real-time control systems,
including aerospace and automotive
applications.
With all this activity, little evidence
has been found that mature practices
are being used to manage development
using VLs and VPEs. These types of
languages are reported to be “fun to
use,” and the literature has yet to address the management issues that may
be involved in moving from a textual
model to a visual model of software
development.
In addition, no evidence was found
that groups using VLs and VPEs use a
repeatable method to estimate development cost, effort, size, or schedule. The
issues of developing large-scale applications where formal estimates and management tracking are important have
only recently been addressed at any level,
and the research is still in its infancy.
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Initial Results
The research focused on six specific
areas:
• Finding definitions for visual languages.
• Identifying examples of commercially
available VL and VPE products.
• Identifying published productivity
gains and other benefits of using VLs
and VPEs.
• Finding evidence of VL and VPE use
in government software applications.
• Examining current VL-related measurement work.
• Identifying potential metrics for VL
and VPE development.

Examples
Tables 1 and 2 provide a limited set of
examples of commercially available VLs
and VPEs, respectively. The examples
provide comparisons between VLs and
VPEs, e.g., the output from a VPE
generally is code for a specific textual
programming language, and they indicate the variety of domains currently
served by VLs and VPEs.

Advantages and
Disadvantages
Developing software visually has a
number of advantages and disadvantages, which are summarized in the
following paragraphs. Support for the
advantages regarding quick results and
potential increases in developer productivity are documented in the literature
on visual programming. For example,
• An empirical study reports that it is
easier to write programs visually
than textually [1].
• Comparative studies report that
there is a four to 10 times produc-

Visual P rogramming
Computer
Environment
Language Output

Vendor
V ZC O R P

Virtual Programmer

C+ + and A da95

M a trixX

C, Ada95, Proprietary ISI
S c rip tin g L a n g u a g e

VXP

M o tif

F r e e fr o m O S F G U I B u i l d e r fo r X A p p l i c a t i o n s

C a fé

Ja v a

S ym a n te c

tivity gain over traditional programming techniques when working in a
visual environment [2].
• A more recent empirical study concludes that visual representation
improves human performance [3].
Advantages
Advantages gained through using VLs
and VPEs include the following:
• They provide an opportunity for
domain engineers, rather than software engineers, to develop software
applications.
• Visual communication is intuitive—
visual communication uses pictures
rather than words (code).
• They provide quick initial results—
you can examine the results sometimes within hours rather than
months.
• Rather than using formal specifications to guide development, they
provide a means to implement participatory development approaches
using prototyping techniques and
“conversations.”
• They take advantage of powerful
workstations and tools by providing

Language

V endor

Domains

L a b V IE W

N a tio n a l In s tru m e n ts

D a ta A c q u is itio n , A n a lys is , a n d D is p la y

Prograph/Pictorius Net Builder

P ic to riu s

M a c in to s h A p p lic a tio n s

V is u a l A p p B u ild e r

N o v e ll

W in d o w s S e rv e r A p p lic a tio n s

VEE

Hewlett Packard

Test Equipment

PowerBuilder

A u s t i n S o ft w a r e F o u n d r y

W in d o w s A p p lic a tio n s
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General Purpose Component-Based Development
C o n tro l S ys te m s

In te rn e t a n d In tra n e t A p p lic a tio n s

Table 2. Examples of commercially available VPEs.

Table 1. Examples of commercially available VLs.
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Domains

the capability to work with pictures
rather than words.
• They provide the potential to increase software development productivity.
• They provide the potential to lower
lifecycle costs.
Disadvantages
There are some potential problems that
may be expected from using VLs and
VPEs. These disadvantages are derived
from discussions with managers and
software developers who work with VLs
and VPEs.
• VLs and VPEs require a new way of
doing business throughout the software lifecycle, including development, test, acceptance, and maintenance—the rules have been
significantly changed.
• Programmers (or software engineers) are not required; however, the
quality of software produced by
domain engineers may be suspect.
(It is too easy to jump right in and
program.)
• No industry standards are in place to
control the visual languages and
environments. More traditional
languages, e.g., C and Ada, are standardized through concurrence of
members of the software engineering
community and maintenance by
standards organizations. This control
does not yet exist for VLs and VPEs.
• Little or no formal qualification is
done for new applications because
of the lack of specifications and
known requirements.
• Often, especially for VLs, the bindings to other languages are weak or
nonexistent.
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• Configuration control is not often
considered, and the visual representations may be difficult to control
using current commercially available
configuration management tools.
• Development issues can be deceptively complex.
• The apparent ease of use for these
tools invites abuse.

New Development Models
New software development models are
rapidly evolving as VL and VPE applications become more accepted. In general,
these models are typified as being highly
participatory with developers and users
or other domain experts working closely
to develop each application. The application tends to be its own “specification”
where little upfront documentation is
developed and “approved” in the traditional sense of approval.
Participatory development styles
tend to involve developers, users, and
other stakeholders in several ways, including
• A conversation model where the
software developer and user work
together with the computer to interactively build an application [4].
• “Memos and demos” that allow
multiple iterations with documented output, high user visibility,
and minimal specification.
• Evolutionary development using an
integrated small “hot team” that
consists of software developers,
domain engineers, and other stake-

holders to concurrently develop an
application and gain approval of it.
These approaches show many similarities with rapid prototyping, including strong user (or customer) interaction during development. The software
is developed, used, and refined as necessary, based on lessons learned, rather
than waiting for traditional qualification or validation.
In general, formal milestones, e.g.,
requirements and design reviews, often
are either missing or ill-defined. There
are often no (or limited) formal reviews.
Requirements and design are implicit in
an acceptable application. Usually, the
electronic design as implemented is the
only representation of the application.
There is often either limited or no formal testing. The project is done when
the user and the developer agree that it
is, or when the money runs out.
Critical government application
development using VLs and VPEs have
a somewhat different approach—attempts have been made to integrate
evolutionary development with formal
documentation and decision points.
However, the concept of application
development and testing appears to
need further refinement. Some of the
questions that should be addressed to
provide confidence in these applications
include
• What is a visual software “unit”?
• How detailed are the requirements?
• How do you verify software for
critical applications?
• Is there a new concept of complexity?

Table 3. Evidence of government applications using visual languages.

Government
Agency

VL or VPE

Domain

Description

N A S A /JP L

L a b V IE W

D a ta A n a lys is

Telemetry Data Analyzer for Galileo Mission

U .S . A rm y

L a b V IE W

D a ta A n a lys is

G r a p h i c a l U s e r I n t e r fa c e

U .S . A ir F o rc e

L a b V IE W

In s tru m e n t D a ta
A n a lys is

Stand-Alone Instrumentation Evaluation Tool

N A S A /JP L

VEE

Instrument Control Software to Support the Test of Flight Electronics

NASA

M a trixX

C o n tro l S ys te m s

U .S . A ir F o rc e

Virtual Programmer Ada Components
A da95
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In te rn a tio n a l S p a c e S ta tio n
Ada Joint Program Office-Sponsored VPE
v a lid a tio n

Evidence of Government Use
Table 3 provides examples of government agencies that have used VLs or
VPEs to help meet their software needs,
the name of the VL or VPE used, the
application domain in which the VL or
VPE is used, and a brief description of
the program or application area. Many
other examples could be cited, but these
provide an indication of the breadth of
government applications being developed using VLs and VPEs.

VL-Related Software
Measurement
Some inroads have been made into defining measures that are applicable to
VLs and VPEs. Empirical information
has been gathered, as previously discussed, and some related studies have
been completed. In addition, some commercial information has been developed
that may be applicable to software developed visually. Examples include
• Studies such as Jeffrey V. Nickerson’s
“Visual Programming” [5] and E.
Glinert’s “Towards Software Metrics
for Visual Programming” [6].
• Commercial information such as
“Project Management for OO Development” [7] and “Counting a
GUI Application” [8].
This information leads to the conclusion that a number of “countables”
can be defined to support definition of
VL metrics. Candidate countables are
discussed in the next section.

Candidate Metrics for VLs and
VPEs
The countable items currently being
considered as candidates for further
research fall into four categories. Examples of each of these categories along
with possible advantages and disadvantages follow.
Physical Measures
Physical measures are measures of the
outputs from the development effort.
Those identified include the following:
• Run-time memory size, e.g., kilobytes or megabytes of memory.
Advantages: Provides hard data that
can be compared to applications
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built using traditional textual languages.
Disadvantages: May not correlate
well with effort for applications
that need to be extremely efficient,
e.g., real-time embedded systems
with processor limitations. Size of
application could grow substantially with unnecessary features, use
of interpretive (rather than compiled) languages, etc.
• Processor(s) utilization, e.g., cycle
time, number of cycles used, and
percent of processor resources required to run an application.
Advantages: Provides hard data that
can be compared to applications
built using traditional textual languages.
Disadvantages: May not correlate well
with effort for applications that need
to be extremely efficient, e.g., realtime embedded systems with processor limitations. Size of application
could grow substantially when processor utilization is not considered to
be application critical, e.g., for data
systems or other systems where
memory and processing time do not
need to be optimized. Interpretive
language applications generally use
significantly more processing resources than compiled applications,
may be much easier to develop and
verify, and may provide substantially
less functionality when compared
with compiled counterparts.
• Source lines of code (SLOC)
equivalents, e.g., high-level language SLOC outputs from a VPE
and functional cell contents from a
spreadsheet.
Advantages: SLOC are still the most
used indicators of application size
and allow data to be normalized
based on an understandable concept. The concept of SLOC is generally understandable to software
managers.
Disadvantages: The concept of
SLOC may not be in any way applicable to some VLs. A clear definition of SLOC needs to be used
consistently to obtain consistent
results. Where SLOC are automatically generated from a VPE, derived
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measures such as descriptiveness
may not be useful or applicable.
There are likely to be differences in
SLOC output depending on
whether the count is of automatically generated code from a VPE or
hand-generated script code that may
be an adjunct to the visual aspects of
a VL or VPE.
Countables in the Visual Medium
These items are entities in the physical
design representation. They include
• Objects (number, semantic complexity), e.g., items on a diagram,
number of diagrams, and complexity of the content of a diagram or
item on a diagram.
Advantages: Objects can be visually
examined and counted. Within a
single language or environment,
object counts should yield repeatable results across several applications. This metric should help to
quantify effort and schedule when
combined with other measures such
as number of connectors, number of
interconnections, and some concept
of inheritance. Some work already
has been completed on complexity
of applications developed with VLs.
Disadvantages: May not be comparable across languages or environments. May not be easy to estimate
until a design is well under way.
• Connectors (number, data complexity, control complexity), e.g., connectors between items on a diagram
or indicating interfaces to items on
connecting diagrams.
Advantages: Connectors can be visually examined and counted. Within
a single language or environment,
connector counts should yield repeatable results across several applications. This metric should help
quantify effort and schedule when
combined with other measures such
as number of objects and some
concept of bandwidth.
Disadvantages: May not be comparable across languages or environments. May not be easy to estimate
until a design is well under way.

OO-Related Measures
These items include measures that have
been developed for object-oriented
(OO) applications. There is an inherent
assumption in these measures that applications developed visually use an
extended concept of object orientation.
Thus, the candidate measures include
• Inheritance, e.g., depth of inheritance and number of children within
a class.
Advantages: Can be counted in a
design medium. If OO development techniques are used, will provide one of the primary OO measures of complexity.
Disadvantages: Provides a secondary
input to estimation needs. Provides
a measure of complexity more than
a measure of size. May be useful to
support estimates of test effort for
an OO application. VL development may not use OO techniques.
• Encapsulation, e.g., measures of
how well a class (with its subclasses)
provides information hiding and
consistent object representation
from a single (or minimal number
of ) source(s). Examples are lack of
cohesion in methods or coupling
between classes.
Advantages: Measures of encapsulation provide an indication of the
quality and maintainability of an
OO application. Can be counted in
a design medium. Also provide an
indication of the effort required to
test an application thoroughly.
Disadvantages: Provides a secondary
input to estimation needs. Provides
measures of design quality, understandability, and complexity more
than measures of size. May be useful
to support estimates of test effort for
an OO application. VL development may not use OO techniques.
• Number of interconnections, e.g.,
counts of “uses” and “used by” for a
class or all classes within an application. Also could be counts of interfaces with external items.
Advantages: Combined with number
of classes in an application, provides
a primary indication of application
size and a “quick” estimate of application complexity. Can be counted
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in a design medium. Probably most
useful for estimate refinement during design. Could be useful for
visual applications that do not use
OO techniques.
Disadvantages: May not be available
early enough in the software lifecycle to support effort estimation
prior to the completion of a design.
May be best used for estimate refinement during development or to
estimate the effort required for
maintenance activities.
Function Point-Related Measures
Function points have been developed
and used successfully for a number of
years. Classical function points and
extensions to function points could be
applicable to estimates of effort for
applications developed using VLs and
VPEs. The applicable measures could
include
• Function points, as defined in the
International Function Point Users
Group counting practices manual
[8].
Advantages: Provides a well-documented and understood approach to
derive estimates of size, effort, and
schedule for software applications.
Can be counted in a design medium. Although function points
have been shown to be useful in the
information systems domain, some
advocates claim that extensions,
such as object points and feature
points, can be adapted for OO and
real-time applications.
Disadvantages: May not be available
early enough in the software lifecycle to support effort estimation
until a reasonable amount of time
has been expended on design. For
maintenance, there has been little
success with the development of any
automated code analysis tool that
can count function points in a completed application. Function point
counting is complex and probably
will need some adaptation for VL
applications.
• Object points, e.g., counts of objects in an OO development environment.
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Advantages: Can be counted in a
design medium. Can be used to
develop size estimates for OO applications. May be useful for VL applications that do not use OO development techniques. May be useful
in combination with counting objects on a visual palette.
Disadvantages: May not be available
early enough in the software lifecycle to support effort estimation
until a reasonable amount of time
has been expended on design.
Counts of abstract objects and their
utility to estimate VL or VPE applications is unclear.
• Feature points, e.g., extensions to
function points to account for the
effort required to implement algorithms for real-time applications.
Advantages: Provides a well-documented approach to derive estimates
of size, effort, and schedule for software applications that have real-time
constraints.
Disadvantages: Requires interpolation and may need to be combined
with other metrics, e.g., SLOC
estimates, to incorporate the algorithmic information necessary to
develop cost and effort estimates.
Not easy to define or implement.
May not be available early enough
in the software lifecycle to support
effort estimation until a reasonable
amount of time has been expended
on design. May not be “countable”
in completed applications.

Next Steps
This research has identified a gap in the
state of software development practice
for estimation and measurement. Several of the practitioners of VLs and
VPEs we contacted in the course of this
research (including government organizations, academia, consultants, and
industry) share our interest in continuing this work and have expressed the
desire to form a special interest group
or consortium.
We are actively seeking sponsorship
and collaborators to continue this
work. We have a plan to develop, using
the combined expertise of our collaborators, and verify a metrics-based effort

estimation model for VLs and VPEs.
Once the estimation model is developed and validated, the technology will
be made available to the software community at large. u
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A Model to Assess Testing Process Maturity
Ilene Burnstein, Ariya Homyen, Robert Grom, C.R. Carlson
Illinois Institute of Technology
This article describes a test process assessment model based on the Testing Maturity ModelSM (TMM)
we have reported on in this publication. We discuss the test process assessment procedure, assessment
inputs and outputs, the assessment questionnaire, and team selection and training criteria associated with the TMM Assessment Model (TMM-AM). Forms and tools to support test process assessment are also described, and we report on preliminary experiments with the TMM questionnaire.

S

oftware systems continue to have an increasingly
strong impact on vital operations such as military, medical, and telecommunication systems. For this reason, it is
imperative that we address quality issues that relate to both the
software development process and to the software product.
Our research focuses on process. We are developing a TMM
designed to help software development organizations evaluate
and improve their testing processes [1, 2]. Testing is applied in
its broadest sense to encompass all software quality-related
activities. We believe that improving the testing process thorough application of the TMM maturity criteria will have a
highly positive impact on software quality, software engineering productivity, and cycle time reduction efforts.
In previous CROSSTALK articles (August 1996, p. 21; September 1996, p. 19), we have reported on our approach to
building Version 1.0 of the TMM [1, 2]. We have also described the internal structure of the TMM, including its maturity levels, associated maturity goals, subgoals, activities, tasks,
and responsibilities. In this article, we describe the TMM-AM,
which is designed as a tool with which organizations may
assess, evaluate, and improve their software testing processes.

The Assessment Model
The TMM-AM can help organizations assess and improve
their testing processes. The TMM (levels, maturity goals,
subgoals, and ATRs) serves as its reference model. The outputs of a TMM assessment allow an organization to
• Determine its level of testing maturity (on a scale from
1 to 5).
• Identify its testing process strengths and weaknesses.
• Develop action plans for test process improvement.
• Identify mature testing subprocesses that are candidates
for reuse.
The remainder of this article discusses the TMM-AM in
greater detail.

An Overview of the TMM

The TMM-AM: Development Approach

Development of the initial version of the TMM, as we have
described in previous articles, was guided by the work done on
the Software Capability Maturity Model, a process improvement model that has received widespread support from the
U.S. software industry [3]. TMM, Version 1.0 has two major
components [1, 2], which are discussed below.

The TMM-AM has the following research objectives.

specific level. Activities and tasks are defined in terms of
actions that must be performed at a given level to improve testing capability; they are linked to organizational
commitments. Responsibilities are assigned for these
activities and tasks to three groups that represent the key
participants in the testing process: managers, developers
and testers, and users and clients.

Figure 1. The 5-level structure of the TMM.

Set of Levels
The characteristics of each level are described in terms of organizational goals and testing capability. Each level, with the
exception of Level 1, has a structure that consists of
• A set of maturity goals – these identify testing improvement goals that must be addressed and satisfied to achieve
maturity at that level (Figure 1).
• Supporting maturity subgoals – these define the scope,
boundaries, and needed accomplishments for a particular level.
• Activities, tasks, and responsibilities (ATR) – these address
implementation and organizational adaptation issues at a
Testing Maturity Model and TMM are service marks of the Illinois Institute
of Technology.
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• Provide a framework, based on a set of principles in which
software engineering practitioners could assess and evaluate
their software testing processes.
• Provide a foundation for test process improvement through
data analysis and action planning.
• Contribute to the growing body of knowledge in software
process engineering.
We have used the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) and
Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination
(SPICE) assessment models to guide development of the
TMM-AM [3-6]. We wanted the resulting TMM-AM to be
CMM Appraisal Framework (CAF) compliant [5] and
integratable with the CMM assessment model so that organizations could one day perform parallel assessments in multiple
process areas. A set of 16 principles has been developed to
support TMM-AM design. For example, a testing process
assessment model should
• Be based on a testing maturity model as its reference
model.
• Support test process improvement so that an organization
can achieve software product and process quality goals.
• Provide a profile of an organization’s testing process
capability.
• Help an organization make decisions about where to improve its testing process in order to achieve testing process
maturity.
• Be integratable with other assessment models.
• Provide high-quality data and repeatable, reliable results.
• Provide visibility to the testing process.

The TMM-AM Components
Based on the 16 principles, the CMM assessment model,
SPICE, and the CAF [3-6], we have identified a set of inputs
and outputs and have developed a set of three components for
the TMM-AM:
• The assessment instrument (a questionnaire).
• The assessment procedure.
• Team training and selection criteria.
A set of inputs and outputs is also prescribed for the
TMM-AM. The relationship between these items is shown in
Figure 2. A discussion of the components follows.
The Assessment Procedure
The TMM-AM assessment procedure consists of a series of
steps that guide an assessment team in carrying out a testing
process self-assessment. The principle goals are to
• Ensure the assessment is executed with efficient utilization
of the organization’s resources.
• Guide the assessment team as to who to interview and how
to collect, organize, and analyze assessment data.
• Support the development of a test process profile and the
determination of a TMM level.
• Guide the assessors in developing action plans for test process improvement.
A brief summary of the steps in the assessment procedure
follows:
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Figure 2. The TMM assessment process: components, inputs, and outputs.

Preparation
This includes selecting and training the assessment team,
choosing the team leader(s), developing the assessment plan,
selecting the projects, and preparing the organizational units
that are participating in the assessment. A statement of assessment purpose, scope, and constraints is also prepared to guide
the development of the assessment plan.
Conducting the Assessment
The team collects and records assessment information from
interviews, presentations, questionnaires, and relevant documents. All collected information must be protected by a confidentiality agreement. The TMM level of the organization is
determined by analysis of the collected data and use of a ranking algorithm.
Our TMM-AM ranking algorithm is similar to the algorithm described by S. Masters, et al., in their work on the CAF
[5]. First, it requires a rating of the maturity subgoals, then the
maturity goals, and finally the maturity level [7]. Our “degree
of satisfaction” measure with respect to the maturity subgoals
and goals is more fine-grained than the corresponding measure
in the Masters model. Our purpose was to provide more detailed information to identify test process strengths and weaknesses. We also provide guidance for prioritization of goal areas
needed for test process improvement.
Reporting the Assessment Outputs
The TMM-AM outputs include a process profile, a TMM
level, a statement of test process strengths and weaknesses, and
the assessment record. The assessment team prepares the process profile, which gives an overall summary of the state of the
organization’s testing process. The profile is based on analysis
of the assessment data and results of the ranking process. The
profile can be presented as a graphical display or in the form of
a matrix that indicates maturity goals and subgoals that are
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satisfied, not satisfied, not applicable, or
not rated. The profile also includes the
TMM level, a summary of test process
strengths and weaknesses, and recommendations for improvements.
The assessment record is also completed in this step. This written account
includes
• Names of assessment team members.
• Assessment inputs and outputs.
• Actual schedules and costs.
• Tasks performed.
• Task durations.
• People responsible.
• Data collected.
• Problems that occurred.
The assessment outputs can be delivered as a presentation or a written report
(the final assessment report) or both.
Analyzing the Assessment
Outputs
The assessment team uses the assessment
outputs to identify and prioritize goals
for improvement. An approach to
prioritization is described in [7]. Quantitative test process improvement targets
need to be established in this phase so
they can support the action plans developed in the next step.
Action Planning
An action planning team develops action
plans that focus on improvements in the
high-priority areas identified in the previous step. The action planning team can
include assessors, Software Engineering
Process Group members, software quality assurance staff, or opinion leaders
chosen from among assessment participants [8]. Inputs to action planning
include the final assessment report, the
process profile, and prioritized areas for
improvement.
The action plan describes specific
actions needed to improve existing practices (and to support the addition of
missing practices) so the organization
can move to the next TMM level. The
action plan, like all other software engineering project plans, should include
measurable goals, tasks, responsibilities,
resources required, risks and benefits,
and reporting and tracking mechanisms.
Action planning can be accomplished
through the convening of a workshop
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directed by the action planning team.
The result should be a draft of an action
plan. The workshop members should
also identify pilot projects that will
implement the new process.
Implementing Improvement
Developed and approved action plans
can be applied to selected pilot projects,
which are monitored and tracked to
ensure task progress and achievement of
target goals. Favorable results set the
stage for organizational adaptation of the
new process.
The TMM Assessment
Questionnaire
Assessment instruments are needed to
help collect and record assessment information, maintain a record of results, and
provide information for assessment postmortem analysis. We use the questionnaire as our assessment instrument because it
• Supports CAF compliance.
• Facilitates integration with other
process assessment instruments.
• Ensures assessment coverage of all
activities, tasks, and responsibilities
identified in each maturity goal for
each level of the TMM.
• Provides a solid framework in which
to collect and store assessment data.
Our choice was also influenced by
the success of the CMM questionnaire as
an assessment instrument [3]. The
TMM questionnaire consists of eight
parts:
• Instructions for use.
• Respondent background.
• Organizational background.
• Maturity goal and subgoal questions.
• Testing tool use questions.
• Testing trends questions.
• Recommendations for questionnaire
improvement.
• A glossary of testing terms [4, 7].
Components 2 and 3 of the questionnaire gather information about the
respondent, the organization, and the
projects that will be involved in the
TMM assessment. Maturity goal and
subgoal questions in component 3 are
organized by TMM Version 1.0 levels,
and include a developer or a tester, a
manger, and a client or a user view. The

questions determine to what extent the
organization has in place mechanisms to
achieve the maturity goals and resolve
maturity issues at each TMM level. The
responses are input to the ranking algorithm that determines a TMM level.
The testing tool component records
information about type and frequency of
tool use. This information can help the
action planning team make recommendations for future tool usage. We added
the testing trends section to provide a
perspective on how the testing process in
the organization has evolved over the last
several years. This information helps the
assessment team prepare the assessment
profile and assessment record.
The recommendations component
allows each respondent to give the
TMM-AM developers feedback on the
clarity, completeness, and usability of the
questionnaire. A complete TMM questionnaire is found in [7]. The questionnaire can also be found on the Web site
noted in the “Forms and Tools for Assessment Support” section of this article.
Assessment Training and Team
Selection Criteria
Self-assessment of your organization’s
testing process requires a trained assessment team, the members of which are
selected from within the organization
[7]. Team members should be selected in
a manner that ensures that they understand assessment goals, have the proper
knowledge experience and skills, have
strong communication skills, and are
committed to improving the testing
process. Assessment team size should be
appropriate for the purpose and scope of
the assessment.
We have adapted SPICE guidelines
to select and prepare an effective assessment team [6, 7]. Preparation is conducted by the assessment team leader
who is experienced in TMM assessments. Preparation includes topics such
as an overview of the TMM, process
management concepts, interviewing
techniques, data collection, and data
analysis. Training activities include teambuilding exercises, a walk-through of the
assessment process, filling out a sample
questionnaire, performing data analysis,
and learning to prepare final reports.
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Forms and Tools for
Assessment Support
We have developed several forms and
templates and a tool that implements a
distributed version of the TMM questionnaire to support a TMM assessment
team [7, 9]. These tools are important to
ensure the assessments are performed in
a consistent, repeatable manner, to reduce assessor subjectivity, and to ensure
the validity, usability, and comparability
of the assessment results. Tools and
forms also help to collect, formalize,
process, store, and retrieve assessment
information. The tools and forms we
have developed include the Process Profile and Assessment Record forms, which
have been described in previous sections
of this article, and also include
• Team Training Data Recording
Template – This allows the team
leader to record and validate team
training data. This data can be used
in future assessments to make any
needed improvements to the assessment training process.
• Traceability Matrix – This matrix is
filled in as assessment data is collected, allows the assessors to identify sources of data, resolve data
related issues, and ensure the integrity of the data.
• Web-Based Questionnaire – A complete version of the TMM-AM questionnaire is at http://
www.csam.iit.edu\~tmm. The Webbased questionnaire was designed so
that assessment data could easily be
collected from distributed sites and
organized and stored in a central data
repository that could be parsed for
later analysis [9]. Developed using an
HTML-based development tool, it
runs on multiple operating systems,
allowing data collection from users
around the world, thus providing
support for test process assessment to
local and global organizations. A
detailed description of tool development is given [9]. The Web-based
questionnaire and links to supporting
information related to the TMM is
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found at the above Web site. We
welcome comments and recommendations.

Preliminary Results on
Questionnaire Usage
Two software engineers from different
development organizations have evaluated the TMM questionnaire and have
applied it to three development groups
in their organizations (one engineer
evaluated two groups). Their feedback
helped revise and reorganize some TMM
questions, experiment with our ranking
algorithm using actual industrial data,
generate sample action plans, and study
problems of testing process improvement in real-world environments.
Obtaining and analyzing this industrial data, although on a small scale, has
been useful to our research team. One
interesting result was that all three
groups were evaluated to be at TMM
Level 1, but strengths and weaknesses of
each group were significantly different.
Two groups satisfied several maturity
goals at the higher levels of the TMM.
Given the quality of the existing processes for the latter two groups, they
should be able to reach TMM Level 2 in
a relatively short time. More experimental data is needed to further test the
usefulness and effectiveness of the TMM
and the Assessment Model for test process assessment and improvement.

Future Plans
Our future plans include research on
formal integration of TMM and CMM
components so that organizations can
carry out parallel assessments in several
process areas. We also are planning the
development of more intelligent tools
to aid the assessors. Wider industrial
application of the TMM-AM is
planned to help us evaluate its usefulness and effectiveness for test process
improvement. u
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The New Terrorists

If you’re having problems with snakes coming to get you from behind your
bedroom chair at night, it helps to turn up the lights, open the door a crack, and
squeeze the stuffing out of your Tickle-Me-Ernie doll. Just ask my two-year-old
son, Daren. He still doesn’t know where his dreams stop and reality begins, but
he feels much safer since we instituted these powerful anti-snake defenses.
Thankfully, unlike toddlers, we adults can separate fantasy from reality. For
example, a few years ago, a movie about computer cracking and sabotage called
“The Net” came out. It was packed with eye rollers, but these were quickly rebutted by Internet chat forums in one huge collective “Puh-LEEZE!”
The first clue about the movie’s realism was that the lead character, a lonely
geek beta tester, was played by the lovely Sandra Bullock—a casting decision
equivalent to making a movie about the Miss America Pageant with the lead,
Miss Delaware, played by Wilford Brimley. (Not that the cyberculture—which
likely includes readers of this journal—isn’t full of attractive, fascinating people
who are neither sensitive to negative stereotypes nor vindictive toward those who
propagate these stereotypes. Ha-ha! Please leave my medical records alone!)
However, it was mostly the technical issues that made net surfers guffaw at
“The Net.” For example, Bullock’s character routinely accesses an advanced multimedia Internet full of cutesy features unavailable to the general public at approximately 1,153 times the bandwidth of typical modems. And get this: The
bad guys manage to steal vast sums and even kill people by breaking into critical
banking, police, hospital, and air-traffic computers.
Ha-ha! Hacker terrorists? What planet do these Hollywood types live on,
where critical computer systems are even indirectly connected to the Internet,
opening the door for terrorist geeks to remotely break in and cause havoc?
Well, okay, the world is spending billions of dollars each year to allow exactly
that. That’s why I wanted to see if cyberterroism were for real or just a hyped-up
Hollywood dream. What I saw made my head spin like an unbalanced Maytag.
After a few clicks in Yahoo! I was visiting sites with step-by-step instructions
on how to slip past firewalls, steal passwords, tap into phone and data lines, and
cover your tracks. Plus, there were various free “cracking” tools available for
download. Purveyors of this information seemed proud of the ease with which
they allegedly find weak links and holes in supposedly secure systems, where
they could cause serious damage if they were criminally inclined. (Which, of
course, they never are! Please don’t double my bank account balance!)
Speaking of which, I also read news reports on several successful electronic
bank break-ins, including a partially successful $10 million heist. And according
to the head of a major U.S. media organization, a team of hired government
crackers last year showed what kind of damage organized terrorists could do.
Using only techniques found on the Internet, they allegedly broke into “secure”
computers and made power grids fail, air traffic control systems go haywire, oil
refinery pumps stop working, and they compromised supply networks. They
supposedly covered their tracks well enough that the victims wouldn’t acknowledge being cracked—these were considered unexplainable glitches, not attacks.
So as we blithely barge headlong into a world where every critical computer
system is in some way connected to the Internet—I suppose someone is already
working on a method to remotely pilot oil tankers over the Web—I wonder how
often we’re stopping to ask the following questions.
• Just because a system can have a Web interface, does that mean it should?
• If a critical systems is accessible to anyone with a Web browser and password,
why do crackers snicker so loudly when such a system is declared “secure”?
• Could evil crackers rig it so that the Miss America Pageant was actually won
by Wilford Brimley? Would this help resolve the swimsuit debate?
These tough questions impact all of us. And the fuzzy line between fact and
fiction makes me wonder: How real and dangerous are terrorist “cybersnakes”?
Are our defenses good or are we counting on “Ernie” to protect us? We must
address these questions, or later we may have tougher questions to answer. For
example: mascara or no mascara for Miss Delaware’s back hair?
– Lorin May
Got an idea for BACKTALK? Send an E-mail to backtalk@stsc1.hill.af.mil
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